ASCERTAINMENT PROTOCOL

Today, 07.10.2019 , in the city of Varna, on a lottery basis by drawing a winning scratch
card, in the presence of a committee composed, as follows:
I. Representatives of Nuance BG AD, UIC: 202224699, with seat and registered address in №1
”Brussels” Blvd., 1540 Sofia, Bulgaria –
1. Emil Georgiev
2. Pavel Ivanov
3. Sabina Rafieva
II. Representatives of FRAPORT TWIN STAR AIRPORT MANAGEMENT AD, UIC:
148045472, with seat and registered address in Airport Varna, 9000 Varna, Bulgaria –
1. Svetlana Simeonova
2. Vesela Nikolova
3. Nikoleta Dimova
And in accordance with Section 5, Part II, pt. 3 of General Conditions, RULES of the
CAMPAIGN “ MINUTE to WIN it ”,
Was signed the present protocol ensuring that, pursuant to the terms of the campaign, the
following winning scratch cards were withdrawn:
1. For Airport Varna:
-

For the prize: Voucher for holiday in hotel Astor Garden in r.c. St. st. Constantine
and Helena (6 nights for two adults and two children), together with a voucher for
flight tickets worth € 1000
Winner: Yasmin Jalali- Iran;
Reserve winners: 1. Tatiana Bryleva- Russia;
2. Vasiliy- Russia;

After the expiration of the one-week period as a deadline for feedback and confirmation
of accurate address details for sending the prize by the winner, under the condition of duly used
contact details for establishing contact with the winner( telephone number, e-mail address), the
final winner of the above stated prize is: Tatiana Bryleva- Russia;
-

For the prize: Bluetooth speaker JBL Party Box

Winner: Shengyul Mehmed- Bulgaria;
Reserve winners: 1. Ira Bahmutsky - Izrael;
2. Vitaly Sidorov - Izrael;
2. For Airport Burgas:
- For the prize: Voucher for holiday in hotel Cook’s Club in r.c. Sunny Beach (6 nights
for two adults), together with a voucher for flight tickets worth € 1000
Winner: Aleksandr- Russia;
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Reserve winners: 1. Svetlana Kulakova - Russia;
2. Zohav Lavi - Russia;

After the expiration of the one-week period as a deadline for feedback and
confirmation of accurate address details for sending the prize by the winner, under the condition
of duly used contact details for establishing contact with the winner( telephone number, e-mail
address), the final winner of the above stated prize is: Svetlana Kulakova - Russia;
-

For the prize: Bluetooth speaker JBL Party Box
Winner: Sebastian Toryuin- Norway;
Reserve winners: 1. Darya- Russia;
2. Weisgerber, Steve & Marianne - Luxemburg;

After the expiration of the one-week period as a deadline for feedback and
confirmation of accurate address details for sending the prize by the winner, under the condition
of duly used contact details for establishing contact with the winner( telephone number, e-mail
address), the final winner of the above stated prize are: Weisgerber, Steve & Marianne Luxemburg;
This protocol represents a legal basis for awarding the following prizes:
- Voucher for holiday in hotel Astor Garden in r.c. St. st. Constantine and Helena (6
nights for two adults and two children), together with a voucher for flight tickets
worth € 1000- 1 for Airport Varna;
- Voucher for holiday in hotel Cook’s Club in r.c. Sunny Beach (6 nights for two
adults), together with a voucher for flight tickets worth € 1000- 1 for Airport Burgas;
- Bluetooth speaker JBL Party Box- 2 pcs, respectively 1 for Airport Varna and 1 for
Airport Burgas;
Winners are eligible to receive their prize, under conditions and in accordance with
Section 5, Part II. Raffle Campaign of RULES OF THE CAMPAIGN “ MINUTE to WIN it”.
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